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Some ex-racing greyhounds may have a high prey-drive but some can live very safely and 

happily with cats and other small animals. 

 

What makes a greyhound cat-friendly? 

 

A “cat-friendly” greyhound demonstrates low prey-drive which means they show little interest in small 

animals or can be easily corrected with a verbal “uh-uh” warning. There isn’t a strong link between a 

greyhound’s racing career and their prey-drive -  

 

Even a cat-friendly dog isn’t trained to live with every single cat in the world! It is important to train a dog 

around any new small animal. 

 

How does Greyhound Adoptions WA cat-test greyhounds? 

 

We have a rigorous cat-testing process so that we can confidently 

adopt out greyhounds to homes with cats – even so, it is important 

for adopters to continue with training. Greyhounds in foster that 

demonstrate initial encouraging behaviour, such as remaining calm 

if they spot a cat or small dog while on walks, may enjoy a few 

nights’ sleepover at our in-house cat-testing volunteer’s home.  

This valuable volunteer is experienced with supervising dog-cat 

interactions and training. The resident “Boss Cat” is a brave tabby who is used to unfamiliar greyhounds 

coming in and out of his home. We have capacity to test up to one dog per week and we generally find just 

under half the dogs pass their cat-test. We take a conservative approach and only adopt out greyhounds to 

homes with cats if they’ve consistently demonstrated low prey-drive around Boss Cat. 

 

How do I encourage positive interactions?  

 

For the first couple of weeks, ensure your greyhound is wearing a 

muzzle and lead during every interaction with your cat. It will take 

some time for them to get to known each other and these tools will 

keep both safe. A muzzle ensures that any rough play won’t injure 

your cat. A lead helps you to control interactions and prevent your 

greyhound from chasing your cat. Try to also encourage your cat to 

be calm around the greyhound. Once your greyhound and cat are 

used to each other and consistently demonstrate calm behaviour, 

use either the muzzle or lead for another few weeks. If your greyhound still enjoys chasing your cat, use 

just the lead in particular and then progress to only using the muzzle. When you are confident to let them 

interact without either the muzzle or lead, continue to supervise for the first few months. 

 

Don’t rush the process. Give your greyhound, your cat and yourself the time to get it right. 


